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LaToya Leary: Thanks for meeting with me again Emma. Tell us more about yourself.
Emma Buckles: Yes, so my name is Emma Buckles. I’m a current
junior at Samford University. I'm a religion major with a minor in
social entrepreneurship and nonprofit business. I am currently the
vice president of Theta Alpha Kappa, the religion honor society
here, and the vice president of our pre-ministerial scholars program
here, which is a program of people who are religion majors who
want to go into vocational ministry… which has been so much fun.
I'm currently also the president of Pi Omega which is a national
sorority on campus.
LaToya Leary: Thank you so much. So tell us more about your
response… the thoughts and feelings you had when Dr. Leonard
invited you to participate in this partnership.
Emma Buckles: So I was home for break and just look up to my phone to an email… was not expecting
anything…had no idea anything was coming and I didn't know what to think. I was so shocked. My jaw
just kept hitting the floor and… I was like, “what is happening?”. I would be lying to you if I said there
weren't tears because it was just so shocking. I had no idea anything like this…really existed. I guess I
knew that they all… wrote, but I didn’t know that they used undergraduates. I don't think a lot of them do
and so it was just like, “Oh my goodness this is happening… I could be published in an article… this is
crazy”. And so then I just immediately called my parents and said, “Dr. Leonard just emailed me and
asked me to co-write a paper with him. I don't know what to do”. I said yes…. So I was just shocked, but
also equally super excited.... He told me… it was on the Bible Odyssey and I immediately went and
looked that up. I realized that I… had used the site to do some preliminary research for the paper I wrote
before I went to Israel… and so the whole site was pretty familiar to me. I was like, “Oh my gosh… I'm
going to be on here and… people can use article what we write to do research for their papers”. I was just
overall shocked.
LaToya Leary: So what about how you felt when you actually saw your name next to a published
article?
Emma Buckles: I think, “wow, it has happened” … “and you are capable of this… and somebody
believes in you”…. I think for a long time I didn't know… what I wanted to do after undergrad. All I
knew is that I was here, I was studying religion, and some people are going to seminary. I didn't really
know. But over this past year… I just really found out that I love to write and I love to research… so what
does it look like to do more of this… and how can I do more of this my own. It’s such an incredible
feeling… like this is possible.
LaToya Leary: Thank you so much for that! So in this project, you were able to experience the writing
and publication process in ways that a lot of undergraduates do not typically experience. Can you tell me
a little bit more about what you encountered? Can you talk a little bit more about how that process in
itself might have impacted you?

Emma Buckles: I didn't really know where
we were going to start. I know when I write
my papers, I research, but I wondered
where he starts. He’s definitely done way
more of this than I have as a scholar and
so… I didn't really know. Dr. Leonard told
me that the topic was gonna be King Ahaz
and had emailed me a few articles. He told
me, “Hey,… read through these and read
these Bible passages of where he’s
mentioned and we'll go from there.” And
so from there we really just kind of broke
all those articles down and… took… 5
pages of material and broke it down into outlines…. After doing the small outline, we really annotated it
and put in some paragraphs and from there formed what you all see today. Overall, it wasn't that much
different than what we do in a normal paper… I don't know why it feels different, but it felt different.
After we finished, we sent it off to SBL….
Honestly, the most impactful part of the experience was being able to see Dr. Leonard in the writing
mode. He was teaching me things not as a student, but more as a peer. …In the writing and publishing
process, I didn't feel like I was a junior sitting in class, trying… to figure out certain things. I was a peer
and he was welcoming of any of my advice and having me read over things and… I was putting things
down. …It was just really cool to see him in that scholarly mode because I only really see him in class. I
loved it. … He was really empowering me and letting me help him… and we really worked together.
LaToya Leary: Excellent! Thank you so much. It's really great to hear that you were able to feel like
your colleagues… like you are… a fellow scholar co-writing with the same power... the same agency. I
can imagine that would be amazingly empowering as an undergraduate. Thank you so much for sharing.
Do you have any other… anything else that you'd like to share?
Emma Buckles: I guess if there are just any undergraduate students that’s listening, just reach out to your
professors. They want you to succeed. That’s what they’re there for… to help you succeed. I’m so
thankful I had this opportunity and I hope I get more in the future…. I hope that more of my
undergraduate peers get the opportunity to do something like that 'cause it truly can change your college
experience and make you feel like you’re not just here to study, and take tests, and write papers, but you
are really here to prepare for the rest of your life.
LaToya Leary: Great advice! …. Thank you again for meeting with me.

